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ABSTRACT 

 
Internet is the boon in modern era as every organization uses it for dissemination of information and e-

commerce related applications. Sometimes people of organization feel delay while accessing internet in 

spite of proper bandwidth. Prediction model of web caching and prefetching is an ideal solution of this 

delay problem. Prediction model analysing history of internet user from server raw log files and determine 

future sequence of web objects and placed all web objects to nearer to the user so access latency could be 

reduced to some extent and problem of delay is to be solved. To determine sequence of future web objects, 

it is necessary to determine proximity of one web object with other by identifying proper distance metric 

technique related to web caching and prefetching. This paper studies different distance metric techniques 

and concludes that bio informatics based distance metric techniques are ideal in context to Web Caching 

and Web Prefetching. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
WWW is an information hub that consists of enormous web objects in form of web page, audio, 

video, image etc. The common problem for internet user is delay while accessing web objects in 

spite of proper bandwidth. Web Caching and Web Prefetching concepts integration [1] is the 

software solution of delay problem. The main purpose of Web Prefetching is to generate patterns 

from historical data. Following figure describes main approaches of pattern discovery. 

 

Dependency Graph It increases network traffic and prediction accuracy is very low [2]. Markov 

Model is well known model that predicts the next page by matching user’s current access 

sequence with the user’s historical web access sequence but main limitations are; In the lowest 

order Markov model, the prediction is not accurate while in high order Markov model converge 

is low and complexity is more [3].Cost Function is less popular and it uses popularity and 

lifetime kind of measures to generate pattern [4]. New pattern generation is quite impossible and 

very complex in all techniques of dependency graph, Markov Model and Cost Function. Data 

Mining [5] is the ultimate technique of web Prefetching that generates new patterns from large 

data set. The techniques of data mining applied for web data are known as Web Mining [6]. Web 

mining has three main categories (i) Web Content (ii) Web Structure and (iii) Web Usage. Web 
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Caching and Prefetching based prediction model uses the data of server raw log file to generate 

meaningful sequence of patterns means Web Usage Mining category of Web mining is applicable 

for this. Web Usage mining has three main steps (a) Data Preprocessing (b) Pattern Discovery 

and (c) Pattern Analysis[7]. Number of researches have been done on data preprocessing stage 

[8][9][10][11][12][13] but very few researches have been done for pattern discovery and analysis. 

This paper focuses on pattern discovery and analysis in exhaustive way. For pattern discovery 

and analysis stage it is required to identify sessions of particular user. 
 

There are number of sessionization techniques [14][15][16] are identified in literature and 

technique of combination of IP,agent and sessionization heuristic is an ideal in context to 

prediction model as no additional overhead to determine sessions as well as data regarding IP and 

agent are always available. Once sessions are formed it is challenge to determine proximity of 

one session with another in order to generate interesting, new, hidden and valuable sequence of 

pattern in the context to user. To determine the proximity among objects number of distance 

metric techniques [17][18][19] are identified in literature. The detail study and identification of an 

appropriate distance measurement is a vital for generation of sequence of patterns. The section 2 

will describe detail study of distance metric techniques in context to web caching and 

Prefetching. The Section 3 provides conclusion about all distance measurement techniques in 

context to Web Caching and Web Prefetching. 
 

2. STUDY OF DISTANCE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 

 

Most popular and commonly used distance metric technique studied in literature is Euclidean 

distance [20,21, 22]. It is an ordinary distance between two points that is measured with the ruler 

and it is derived from Pythagorean formula. The distance between two data points in the plane 

with coordinates (p, q) and (r, s) is formulated by: 
 

DIST (( p, q), (r, s)) = Sqrt (( p-r) 
2
 + (q-s) 

2
) 

 

The usefulness of Euclidean depends on circumstances. For any plane, it provides pretty good 

results, but with slow speed. It is also not useful in the case of string distance measurement. 

Euclidean distance can be extended to any dimensions. Another most popular distance metric 

technique is Manhattan distance that computes the distance from one data point to another if grid 

like a path is followed. The Manhattan distance between two items is the sum of the differences 

of their corresponding elements [23]. The distance between two data points with coordinates (p1, 

q1) and (p2, q2) is derived from: 
 

 
 

It is the summation of horizontal and vertical elements where diagonal distance is computed using 

Pythagorean formula. It is derived from the Euclidean distance so it exhibits similar 

characteristics as of Euclidean distance. It is generally useful in gaming applications like chess to 

determine diagonal distance from one element to another. Minkowski is another famous distance 

measurement technique that can be considered as a generalization of both Euclidean and 

Manhattan distance. Several researches [24,25,26] have been done based on Minkowski distance 

measurement technique to determine similarity among objects. The Minkowski distance of order 

p between two points: P (x1, x2, x3…xn) and Q( y1,y2,y3,…yn) R
n
 is defined as: 
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If the value of p equals to one S1, S2 Minkowski distance is known as Manhattan distance while for 
value 2 it becomes Euclidean distance. All distances discussed so far are considered as ordinary 
distances that are measured from ruler and they are not suitable for measuring similarity of two 
strings so they are not appropriate    in context to propose research since web session consists of 
numbers of string in the form of URLs. Hamming distance is a most popular similarity measure 
for strings that determines similarity by considering the number of positions at which the 
corresponding characters are different. More formally hamming distance between two strings P 

and Q is | Pi  Qi | . Hamming distance theory is used widely in several applications like 
quantification of information, study of the properties of code and for secure communication. The 
main limitation on Hamming distance, is it only applicable for strings of the same length. 

 

Hamming distance is widely used in error free communication [27,28] field because the byte length 

remains same for both parties who are involved in communication. Hamming distance is not so much 

useful in context to web usage mining since length of all web sessions is not similar. The Levenshtein 

distance or edit distance is more sophisticated distance measurement technique for string similarity. It 

is the key distance in several fields such as optical character recognition, text processing, 

computational biology, fraud detection, cryptography etc. and was studied extensively by many 

authors [29,30,31]. The formula of Levenshtein distance between two strings S1, S2 is given by Lev 

S1, S2 (| S1|, |S2|) where 
 

 

Lev S1, S2 (I, j) = Max (I, j) if Min (I, j) =0, 

Otherwise 

Lev S1,S2 ( i,j) = Min ( Lev s1, s2 (i-1, j) +1) 

OR 

Min ( Lev s1, s2( i, j-1) + 1) 

OR 

Min ( Lev s1, s2 ( i-1, j-1) + [ S1i # S2j] 

 

Levenshtein distance measurement technique is an ideal context for web session since it is 
applicable to strings of unequal size. 

 

Several bioinformatics distance measurement techniques that are used to align protein or 
nucleotide sequences can be used to web mining perspectives to cluster unequal size web 
sessions. One of the most important techniques of this category was invented by Saul B. 
Needleman and Christian D. Wunsch [32] to align unequal size protein sequences. This technique 
uses dynamic programming means solving complex problems by breaking them down into 
simpler sub problems. It is a global alignment technique in which closely related sequences of 
same length are very much appropriate. Alignment is done from beginning till end of sequence to 
find out best possible alignment. This technique uses scoring system. Positive or higher value is 
assigned for a match and a negative or a lower value is assigned for mismatch. It uses gap 
penalties to maximize the meaning of sequence. This gap penalty is subtracted from each gap that 
has been introduced. There are two main types of gap penalties such as open and extension. The 
open penalty is always applied at the start of the gap, and then the other gaps following it are 
given with a gap extension penalty which will be less compared to the open penalty. Typical 
values are –12 for gap opening, and –4 for gap extension. According to Needleman Wunsch 
algorithm, initial matrix is created with N * M dimension, where N = number of rows equals to 
number of characters of first string plus one and M= number of columns equals to number of 
characters of first string plus one. Extra row and column is used to align with gap. After that 
scoring scheme is introduced that can be user defined with specific scores. The simple basic 

scoring scheme is, if two sequences at i
th

 and j
th

 positions are same matching score is 1( S(I,j) =1) 

or if two sequences at i
th

 and j
th

 positions are not same mismatch score is assumed as -1 ( S(I,j)=-

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manhattan_distance
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1). The gap penalty is assumed as -1. When any kind of operation is performed like insertion or 
deletion, the dynamic programming matrix is defined with three different steps: 

 

1. Initialization Phase: - In initialization phase the gap score can be added to previous cell of 
the row and column. 

 

2. Matrix Filling Phase: - It is most crucial phase and matrix filling starting from the upper 
left hand corner of the matrix. It is required to know the diagonal, left and right score of the 
current position in order to find maximum score of each cell. From the assumed values, add 
match or mismatch score to diagonal value. Same way repeat the process for left and right value. 
Take the maximum of three values (i.e. diagonal, right and left) and fill i

th
 and j

th
 positions with 

obtained score. The equation to calculate the maximum score is as under: 
 

Mi,j = Max [ Mi-1,j-1 + Si,j, Mi,j-1 + W, Mi-1,j +W] 

 

Where i,j describes row and columns. 
M is the matrix value of the required cell (stated as Mi,j) 

S is the score of the required cell (Si, j) 
W is the gap alignment 

 

3. Alignment through Trace Back: - It is the final step in Needleman Wunsch algorithm that 

is trace back for the best possible alignment. The best alignment among the alignments can be 

identified by using the maximum alignment score. 
 

Needleman Wunsch distance measurement technique is an ideal one in string similarity so this 

technique is also considered in the proposed research context. 
 

Smith-waterman is an important bioinformatics technique to align different strings. This 

technique compares segments of all possible lengths and optimizes the measure of similarity. 

Temple F.Smith and Michael S.Waterman [33] were founders of this technique. The main 

difference in the comparison of Needleman Wunsh is that negative scoring matrix cells are set to 

zero that makes local alignment visible. This technique compares diversified length segments 

instead of looking at entire sequence at once. The main advantages of smith waterman technique 

are: 
 

 To gives conserved regions between the two sequences.  

 To align partially overlapping sequences.  

 To align the subsequence of the sequence to itself.  
 

Alike Needleman-Wunsch, this technique also uses scoring matrix system. For scoring system 

and gap analysis, same concepts used in Needleman Wunsch are applicable here in Smith-

Waterman. It also uses same steps of initialization, matrix filling and alignment through trace 

back. The equation to calculate maximum score is same as Needleman Wunsch. The main 

differences between Needleman-Wunsch and Smith Waterman are: 
 

 Needleman Wunsch does global alignment while Smith Waterman focuses on local 

alignment.  

 Needleman Wunsch requires alignment score for pair of remainder to be >=0 while for 

Smith Waterman it may be positive or negative.  

 For Needleman Wunsch no gap penalty is required for processing while for Smith and 

Waterman gap penalty is required for efficient work.  
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 In Needleman and Wunsch score can not be decrease between two cells of a pathway 

while in Smith Waterman score can increase, decrease or remain same between two cells 

of pathway.  

 
Table 1 describes the comparison of different distance metrics techniques in context to proposed 
research. 

 

Table 1 Comparison of distance metrics techniques 

 

Sr.No Technique Description Advantages Disadvantages 

     

1. Euclidean 

It describes distance 

between two (1)It is faster for (1)It is not 

 Distance 

points that would be 

measure with determination of suitable for 

  ruler and calculated using correlation among ordinal data like 

  Pythagorean theorem. points (2) It is fair string. 

   measure because it (2) It requires 

   compares data points actual data not 

   based on actual rank. 

   ratings.  

     

2. Levenshtein 

It is a string metric for 

measuring the It is fast and best It is not 

  

difference between two 

strings. suited for strings considered 

   similarity. order of 

    sequence of 

    characters while 

    comparing. 

     

3. Needleman- 

It is a bio informatics 

algorithm and It is best for string It requires same 

 Wunsch 

provides global alignment 

between comparison because it length of string 

  strings while comparing. considers ordering of while 

   sequence of characters comparing. 
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4. Smith- 

It is a bio informatics 

algorithm and It is best for string It is quite 

 Waterman 

provides local alignment 

between comparison because it complex than 

  strings while comparing. considers ordering of any global 

   sequence of characters alignment 

   and it is applicable for technique 

   either similar or  

   dissimilar length of  

   strings.  

     

 

 

From above table it is to be analyzed that Euclidean distance is not suitable for proposed research 

because web sessions consists of sequences of web objects and which are in string format. 

Levenshtein distance is a very good technique for string sequences similarity but for prediction 

model of web caching and prefetching an ordering of web objects is an important aspect that is 

ignored by this distance metric technique so it is also not an appropriate way in proposed research 

context. Both Needleman-Wunsch and Smith-Waterman considers an ordering of sequence for 

string matching so they are ideal for this context. Web Sessions are not always of same length so 

Needleman-Wunsch algorithm is not cent percent fit for formation of web sessions clusters as it 

only provides global alignment. Smith-Waterman algorithm is applicable for both same length 

sequence as well as dissimilar length of sequences so it is an ideal algorithm for formation of 

clusters in this proposed research. 
 

3. CONCLUSION 

 

In era of internet, to reduce access latency of user is most challenging job. To reduce access 

latency, Web Caching and Prefetching based approach is an ideal but success of it depends on 

accuracy of patterns as well as capacity of generation of new patterns. This paper described most 

efficient technique to generate more accurate patters. This paper dealt with distance measurement 

techniques in order to determine proximity among web sessions. The challenge is to identifying 

best technique in context to web caching and Prefetching. This paper studies in depth about 

distance measurement techniques and identify theoretically which techniques are suitable in 

context to the application of Web Caching and Prefetching. 
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